Shoreline Trail – The Final Chapter
Finishing touches on a three year project at Lory State Park, Bellvue CO
CATS (Colorado Addicted Trail-builders Society) started work on Shoreline Trail in Lory
State Park on April 27, 2013, near the Horsetooth Reservoir and up at the trailhead. It was
an ambitious project that day to fix some of the many trail problems that existed with this
trail. The work was assigned to Connie and myself, as we were leading trail crews, to work
both ends of the one mile long trail and try to meet in the center in three or four hours.
Right! All the same, Shoreline was a piece of work that
required a little more than one whack. CATS returned in
the fall of 2013 and continued work to the end of the
season. In 2014, CATS trail group returned again and put
in many evenings and some weekends working on this
trail. Repairs progressed westerly from the middle of the
trail. This area of the trail was eroding quickly due to the
water running down the trail and users; not to mention
the original design for the trail was incorrect. The trail
angled up too steeply which just invites water to run
down unimpeded – like a drainage ditch. Some allowance
was made to realign trail, while the bulk of existing trail
had to stay in the original place.
Figure 1 Dean and Lynn plan stone steps
installation

To fix drainage issues on this particular trail involved
installing stone steps and side drainage nicks and rolling
dips to re-direct water when it rained. In doing so,
unfortunately not all the stone steps met biking standards
and so the trail is more matched for equestrian and
hikers/runners.
The year 2014 ended with two sections finished, leaving the
lower portions towards the reservoir to finish in 2015. The
lower section required quite a bit of vision planning. Two
sections of the old trail had to be terminated or restored to
its natural state due to unsustainable maintenance and the
trail eroded down to slick rock (large sandstone slabs).
Horses would not trod on this surface and riders with their
mount most times had to turn about and return to the
Figure 2 A nice piece of finished trail
trailhead. Besides, there was no perchance to install stone steps inside slick rock. That
type of repair would require a stone mason. In the meantime, water sluiced down these
sections of trail so much that exposed slick rock made it dangerous for hikers/runners. Realigned trail was clearly needed and installed with considerable design and forethought.
CATS team members worked diligently on this lower portion for several months in 2015
and on August 6th the repairs were officially done.
The nearly one mile of trail now is accessible for all to use and enjoy safe travel between
the state park and the reservoir. For those fishermen that enjoy a bit of a hike, the trail
provides scenic access to the reservoir. Furthermore, horse and rider can safely traipse this
trail without any fear of slipping or falling. Runners and hikers will find this trail
comfortable, yet challenging enough for a good work out on this ‘down-n-back’ trail. As for
the bikers, they can experience a fun ride down to the
reservoir, but they may encounter a more stimulating
climb out of there, with more dismounting than riding.
The trail is ~ what it is.
Lory State Park Naturalist and her programs for
visiting school children have embraced Shoreline as a
new area to witness a diversity of wildlife and flowers
within the several hogbacks. Shoreline is user friendly
Figure 3 Bob, Dean, Denny discuss trail construction
and not scary or unsafe to walk or ride now that the
repairs are completed. Remembering the past conditions of this trail and its lack of
maintenance makes the new refurbished trail a joy to experience.

CATS are very proud of this project as it was the first trail system that the trail group
started with a strict focus to finish all the repairs – regardless how long it took. With three
trail seasons (trail season = March – December with CATS), the trail group put in
approximately 155 hours per treks to the trail and a grand total of hours from all the
volunteers putting a personal touch of restoration on the trail was 460+ hours.
Approximately 3,000’ of trail was repaired/re-aligned and the trail structures (stone –
steps, walls, cribbing), drainages, closures, armoring, and the needed improvements were
too numerous to count. In 2013, CATS made 12 treks to the trail; 2014 – 16 treks; and
finally in 2015 – 9 treks, for a grand total of 37 trips out to Shoreline for repairs.

CATS would like to personally thank Cameron Landis, PRT IV State Parks, CO for all his
suggestions, encouragement, onsite visits, oversight
on trail work on Park land, and involvement in this
long endeavor. He was invaluable person and a
respected tutor in trail maintenance. Larry
Butterfield, Park Manager IV for Lory State Park has
been very supportive of CATS from our creation and
the beginning work on Shoreline. He always had nice
comments for the trail group and was very inspiring
as he knew we would finish and leave a legacy for the
park. Larry came out onsite to visit us amidst his
management duties to thank us. That act of
thoughtfulness stimulated us to work harder.

Thanks go to the State Park officials in general for
allowing us to park for free, perform work at our own Figure 4 Connie and Jim work rough cutting
in new trail
schedule, and trusting us use their trail tools, to
retrieve them and lock up after every trail evening
attack. Partnering involves trust and that conviction was truly cemented between the park
and this volunteer trail group with the ongoing work on Shoreline. CATS and Lory State
Park (LSP) toiled together on this trail project to bring it to the ultimate conclusion. It
truthfully makes the work enjoyable and timeless knowing the park officials appreciate
and acknowledge our small accomplishments as they accumulate into one grand finished
product.
Thanks go to LSP Naturalist – Alicia Goddard for her kind words and praises for our trail
work. CATS makes trail repairs safe for all users; especially children. CATS know families
and school children will use this trail more now that it is repaired. Besides, as Alicia can
attest, in the realm of nature, there is plenty to see and do on the east side of the park as

well. CATS are pleased to learn this trail is opening up more natural treasures to share with
the visitors.
CATS would like to thank Larimer County officials for their
patience and understanding. The trail is much better that
the original design and safer indeed.
Colorado Addicted Trail-builders Society, a collective of
quality trail builders, acknowledges all reviews – good or
bad received via social media on LSP website, blogs,
Facebook, local newspapers and magazines. CATS strive to
do good work and not make a production or fashion show of
it; we just work hard and have a good time amongst
ourselves and anyone around us. We are infectious.
Lastly, as the Director of CATS, I would definitely thank all
the hard working CATS members and one/two time
volunteers that broke some ground with us, that came out
on their own time; at times - drove long distances in their
personal vehicles; put in massive amounts of ‘sweat equity’, be it moving big stone rocks, or
building long-lasting stone structures; toiling in unpleasant weather conditions; and
putting up with me on the trail. You are the backbone of CATS. Your keen and now and
again perspective acumen to adjust trails and negotiate how the trail should look and
behave after we leave the area is extraordinary. Also your behavior and trail attitude was
exemplary and honest. CATS members are true trail warriors and the more they came out –
the more they became visionaries of trail. CATS are a trail repair and building machine. I
thank you with all my inner self for your selfish energy on this trail repair and all the other
trails that await your
touch.
Figure 5 The trail closer - Jim works hard at
closing and restoration of trail

Onto to the next trail!

Figure 6 CATS members take breaks - sharing food and thoughts

